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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety

Resolutions requesting the governor to exercise fiscal
RESTRAINT.

1 Whereas, Most of our citizens are keenly aware that our
2 commonwealth is in a serious economic state of recession; and
3 Whereas , The prospects for improvement in the short term are
4 not bright and analysts and experts inform us that the national
5 recession is deepening; and
6 Whereas, Governmental fiscal problems continue to deterio-
-7 rate; federal and state revenues will continue to decline as the
8 public needs increase, and especially that federal assistance will
9 continue to drop off, down over four billion dollars since 1980

10 which has cast a spell over the commonwealth, the effects of this
11 crunch are being felt all the way down to local levels of our cities
12 and towns; and
13 Whereas, It appears that rigid policies of fiscal restraint must
14 be strictly adhered to by the outgoing administration it being
15 essential to allow governor-elect William Weld to evaluate
16 completely and thoroughly the true and accurate financial
17 condition of our commonwealth; therefore be it
18 Resolved, That the Massachusetts House of Representatives
19 call upon Governor Dukakis to freeze all accounts which are
20 discretionary, except those expenses absolutely necessary for
21 public safety and health reasons, and make no commitments to
22 any new program, no matter how desirable, unless recommended
23 and enacted by the General Court and that any state positions,
24 jobs, commissions or authorities that become vacant for any
25 reason, or that the terms expire, be put on hold and not filled
26 until it is determined that they are essential for the public health
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27 or safety and new bond issues for any purpose be not
28 recommended and if feasible to hold off funding any bond issues
29 currently authorized so as to limit any new financial debt service
30 obligations and the Governor take all steps to conduct a smooth
31 transition to Governor-elect Weld and avoid the “feeding frenzies”
32 that have characterized previous outgoing administrations and we
33 most strongly urge that Governor Dukakis work in conjunction
34 with Governor-elect Weld and keep him fully informed of all
35 actions taking place between now and the inauguration, to guard
36 against “surprising” Governor-elect Weld and the new
37 administration with unexpected decisions and to work
38 cooperatively and in good faith so that all decisions are made with
39 the taxpayers interest uppermost in mind; and be it further
40 Resolved , That a copy of the resolutions be forwarded by the
41 clerk of the house of representatives to Governor Michael S.
42 Dukakis.
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